LEARNING AT HOME
INFANT WEEK 12
June 8th-12th

Dear Families,
We are excited to launch plans for Week 12. There are some great options for physical activities in an
indoor environment. Additionally, some simple ideas with materials available at home to support the
creative undertakings. We hope you enjoy this week’s plan with your little ones!

Language Development

Social-Emotional Development

Play Picnic

Airplane Baby!

Have a play picnic outside with your
infant. Bring out toy vehicles and talk to
your infant while playing cars with
them. Introduce new vocabulary such as
colors, shapes, or types of
transportation.

You want to build trust with your infant. One
activity to build that trust is to pretend to be an
airplane. Hold your infant in the football position
and rock them back and forth as if they were an
airplane. With older infants, you can lay on your
back and hold them above you like a plane.

Physical Literacy
Demolition Station

Encourage your infant to help stack blocks to
make a tower. Let them knock it over and
then build it again.
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Cognitive Development
Nesting Cups

Provide nesting cups for your infant and
count with them as you or they add cups to
a pile. Cheer them on as they play.

Creative Activity
Sticky Construction

Add contact paper, sticky side outward, to a
low wall. Provide large foam/felt shapes for
you infant to stick to the wall and build. Show
your infant how the items can stick and
encourage them to continue. If you do not
have contact paper, you get give them glue
and do this activity on a table.

Additional Activities
Sensory: Car Wash: Add cars and sponges (or a wash cloth) to a small sensory bin. Encourage
your infant to wipe the car with the sponge to wash it.
Sensory: Toy trucks in a sensory tray. Provide a shallow tray with infant cereal or oatmeal and
toy trucks or cars. Encourage your child to roll their toy vehicles back and forth. Bring their
attention to the tire tracks their vehicles leave behind as they play.
Books: Read transportation themed books with your baby.

